Thalassemia and Hemoglobinopathy is the disease transmitted by autosomal recessive genes. The research conducted in Thailand found the prevalence of thalassemia genes in various parts of the country such as ?-thalassemia 1 trait found in Bangkok around 35 %, Chiengmai 12 %.
Recently, Technicon has used Flow cytometry combined with the fluorescent staining can categorize reticulocyte into L retic, M retic and H retic and reticulocyte indices such as MCV, CHCM, RDW, HDW, CH and CHDW respectively. We have ever used these parameters in identifying couples who have had their offsprings affected with thalassemia H ( genotype: ?-thalassemia 1/ ?-thalassemia 2). We found that almost all parameters can be used as a tool in identifying ?-thalassemia 1 carriers with significant difference (P<0.05) when compared to normal control group. Unfortunately, ?-thalassemia 2 carriers have only 5 parameters been significant difference when compared to normal control. However, it needs further evaluation in a large number of patients and in other forms of thalassemia , iron deficiency and anemia secondary to chronic diseases. This is the data trying to convince the use of the machine that is worth a lot. I do hope the research on these parameters will go deeply or being modified for use as diagnostic tool. However, we have recently developed PCR for identification of these carriers successfully, it still takes time. In the place where the machine is available it can identify the carriers within minutes.
